
KROME 2018 (UdeC) 

Astrochemistry with ALMA

Material: compilation of ALMA related 
webpages and other’s presentations



▪ Sensitivity:  80m dish, low noise receivers, 8GHz bw (low res), dry 

▪ Herschel: 3.5m, ~0.25-4GHz (HIFI), dry 

▪ Coverage: 60 - 950 GHz (6mm to 300 micron). Far-IR at high-z. 

▪ Herschel: 60-670 micron 

▪ Resolution: few” to 0.03” (~6AU at D=150pc, ~10pc at D=15Mpc) 

▪ sub km/s to 40km/s spectral (flexible window setups) 

▪ Imaging spectroscopy:  ~10”-50” FOV 

▪ >~30 year lifetime, with >12 hr/day observing



IRAM30m ->> ALMA   (and the most common molecular ID is now ‘U’) 



5.8 million lines in Splatalogue (calculated, laboratory, astro-detected) 



Molecules in the ISM or circumstellar shells (07/2018; Koln list) 



Extragalactic Molecules (11/2017; Koln list) 



Extragalactic Molecules (11/2017; Koln list) 



Spectral Line emission: molecular rotational and 
vibrational modes

• Commonly observed 
molecules in space: 
➢ Carbon Monoxide (CO) 
➢ Water (H2O), OH, HCN, 

HCO+, CS 
➢ Ammonia (NH3), 

Formaldehyde (H2CO) 

• Less common molecules: 
➢ Sugar, Alcohol, Antifreeze 

(Ethylene Glycol), …

malondialdyde



electronic, and rotation (J) transitions



- x

- vibration (nu) and cocktails



- Level Populations: T_ex vs.  T_kin 
- with Tex and one level population -> total column

- collisions and cross sections



Astrochemistry Simulations/theory ->  ALMA 

- abundance and physical conditions 
- temperature: freeze-out, dissociation, excitation 
- density and critical density:  

- Einstein coefficients (A, B) 
- line flux and ratios -> molecular abundance + Tex -> 

atomic abundance 
- gas phase vs. dust/ice chemistry: dust mass, grain 

size 
- or do spectral scans!  (and reverse order above)



Taken from F. Van der Talk lectures 



Selective tour of ALMA results: 

- Solar System 
- young stars and protoplanetary disks 
- evolved stars and supernova 
- Galactic Center 
- Extragalactic
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Methyl Cyanide in MWC480 
abundances similar to comets. 
but highly model dependent (so 
they use ratios to HCN for 
analysis). 
grain chemistry + desorbtion? 
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from a van Dishoeck presentation
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Class 0 protostar (21 Lsun):  5” separated 
binary.  
- spectral scan: 329-363GHz (0.8mm) 
- 0.5” (60AU diameter at 120pc) spatial 

resolution 
- 0.2km/s spectral resolution 
- 18 spectral settings x 40min each 
- >10,000 ‘features’ (density 1 per 3km/s) 
- Aim: understand the origin of complex 

(prebiotic) molecules formed around 
protostars 
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ALMA-PILS:  some results 

- First detections: doubly deuterated methyl formate, methyl isocyanide,  
deuterated formamide, deuterated isocyanic acid, ethylene oxide, acetone 
(186 lines), propanal,  cyanamide, OC^33S, C^36S (tentative) 

- T_ex, density, deuterium fractionation (low T), isotopic ratios 
- D/H ratio of certain molecules inconsistent with models 
- Better handles on amino-acid formation 
- comparison to comets (our fossil record) 
- full 3D modelling of envelope, disks, and dust filament 
- time varying chemistry 

- improving gas-grain chemical network  
   (GRAINOBLE) + dynamical physical model 
- time-dependent chemical models (icy grain formation) 



McGuire+2018: Band10 observations of high-mass star forming region NGC6334I 

Glycoaldehyde 
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Glycoaldehyde 
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XX 

IK Tau: high mass-loss: (5E-6 Msun/yr) R-Dor: low mass-loss (1.6E-7 Msun/yr) 
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Methanethiol is formed at the low temperatures achieved  
during cold core collapse (on the order 10 K).  
Ethanethiol is produced on the grains at elevated  
temperatures (∼45−55 K), with most of the surface H2S  
at those temperatures being converted almost entirely to  
ethanethiol.
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PC1: T and N of dense gas tracers 
PC2: N of leftmost three molecules 
PC3: high T for all tracers 
(see also, e.g., Harada+2018 for NGC3256, Harada+  for M83, McCoy+2017 for CenA, others..)
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to (re)note a few complications 



x 



outflow: 0.5K (high velocity) out to >120.000 AU 
waist: 5E-4 Msun of cold (20-30K) mm to cm-size dust grains 
explanation: RGB or early-AGB star with a companion merging into the 
primaries core 
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Challenges: 
 -  physical models: 3D, multiphase  
 - line IDs, especially near THz (collision cross sections) 

My biases: 
 - direct inter comparison of the gamut of chemical softwares 
 - spatially resolved spectral line scans: tests and science 

Bovino, Caselli, Galli, Grasi, Kamp, Schliecher, Seminov, Wolfire, Zinnecker  
                     will be happy to answer any questions you have


